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CAPITAL MARKET ASSESSMENT OF COUNTRY
RISK: A STUDY OF EUROBOND YIELDS
Raj Aggarwal
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The assessment of country risk is a challenging task. While a large
proportion of the literature on this topic is descriptive, judgemental, and
prescriptive, there also have been a number of studies that are based on empirical statistical tests of various economic variables as predictors and measures of country risk. Unfortunately, very few of the models so developed
have been very successful and none of them are completely satisfactory. For
example, while models of country risk assessment can easily identify the obvious candidates, their usefulness in discriminating among the various countries in the borderline region is highly limited.
On the other hand, financial markets have been widely known to reflect
not only all publicly available information about a financial asset but asset
prices also reflect the consensus of expectations regarding the risks inherent
in holding the asset. Consequently, it would seem that prices of financial
assets such as Eurobonds issued by various countries should reflect the market's assessment of country risk. Furthermore, if financial markets in most
industrialized western countries are efficient, a market assessment of country risk should be better than other individual assessments of country risk.
In this paper, yields on newly issued dollar denominated Eurobonds are
examined to see if and how accurately they reflect country risk. The results
of this study should indicate if it might be useful to develop models for the
assessment of country risk based on yields on Eurobonds.
The size of the Eurocurrency markets and the volume of international
lending in these markets have both been growing at a specially rapid rate
since the early I 970's. The phenomenal growth of lending in the Eurocurrency markets in recent years has partly been in response to the growing need
to recycle the surpluses accumulated by the oil exporting countries, and this
phenomenon is well documented elsewhere.' In part because of the unregulated nature of these markets, there has been a concurrent increase in the
concern for the safety and efficiency of the market. Most major U. S. banks
are active in this market, and their increasing exposure has raised concerns
among bank regulators and bankers themselves regarding even their ability
to correctly assess the risks involved in international lending on such a large
scale.
Country risk is the risk of default involved in lending to a foreign government or in loans guaranteed by a foreign government. The first part of this
paper reviews the literature regarding the procedures and measures used to
asse~s country risk. Next, the paper reviews briefly the literature assessing
studies of the determinants of the pricing of Eurocurrency credits and the
usefulness of the various measures of country risk suggested in the litera-

ture. While. a .large proportion of such literature is qualitative , J·udgemental
and prescnpt1ve, there also have been a number of studies that ha t '
·1·
f
·
.
ve ested
t hea. b 1 1ty o various economic measures such as debt service ratios·m~
f
cast mg debt rescheduling by a country .
. _In this study, the impo~tance of country risk as a determinant of the
pncmg of Eurodollar loans 1s examined in a multivariate model using data
on Eurobon~ loa_ns to sover~ign borro~ers taken from the World Bank quarterly Borrowing in Internat,onal Capital Markets. While there have been a
few studies of the factors inOuencing the pricing of Eurocurrency credits [2,
7'. 16, 20). no study has so far focused on factors inOuencing the pricing or
yield on Eurobonds. The results of this study should be useful not only to
international investment bankers and others interested in the assessment of
country risk, but also to governmental officials responsible for international borrowing by their countries and to all students of international banking
and of Euromarket~.
COUNTRY RISK EVALUATION

The literature on country risk evaluation for international lending includes both theoretical and empirical studies concerned with determining the
appropriate, correct and significant indicators of country risk for the purposes of assessing default risk. These studies focusing on the selection of
appropriate indicators of country risk can be divided into roughly three
groups. The first of these groups focuses on the description and qualitative
discussion of the burden of debt and the debt capacity of a country [3, 4,
13, 21. 29). These early and descriptive studies form the foundation upon
which were based the later more rigorous studies of country risk.
The second group of studies often use some mathematical and qualita·
tive analysis to arrive at specific economic variables such as the gross national product, its growth rate. the savings ratio, the level of exports, the
balance of payments and some measure of the level of debt to arrive at measures assessing the debt servicing capacity of a country [I, 10, 19, 25]. While
not providing a firm empirical justification for selecting the variables recommended as measures of country risk, these studies developed a very useful
analytical basis for the assessment of country risk by practicing bankers.
Moreover. the next group of empirically based studies of country risk also
used these analyses as guidelines in selecting the variables to be tested empirically.
The third group of country risk studies combined an analytical approach
with appropriate empirical tests to determine specific measures of coun~ry
risk. Barend De Vries (81 in an early analysis of the impact of debt service
on economic growth showed that growth rate of external debt should be less
than the growth rate of GDP to prevent an increasingly unfavorable balance
of payments. More recently, Pierre Dhonte [9] used component analysis of
a series of economic ratios of various debtor countries segregated into rwo
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hose that had to reschedule their debt versus those that did not have
groups, t e showed that while the debt service
· ratio
· an d t he ratio
· o f de bt
to doso. H
. .
d 1·
orts were important indicators of the hkehhood of debt resche u mg,
to exp
. .
f
,
d
his analysis suggested that the more important indicator~ a country s ne_e
to 'roll-over' its debt was the debt service to imports or disbursements ratio.
Frank and Cline [15) used eight variables, debt service ratio, growth rate
of exports, fluctuations of exports, compressib_ility of imports, per_ capita
income debt amortization to total debt ratio, imports to GNP ratio, and
the im;,rts to reserves ratio in an attempt to determine the ability of a country
to service debt. Using discriminant analysis and dividing countries into two
groups according to their default history, they found that the three significant ratios that discriminated between defaulting and non-defaulting countries were the debt service ratio, debt amortization to total debt outstanding
and the imports to reserves ratio. While the average maturity of debt was
also a significant discriminator, it was considered to be the inverse of the
debt amortization to total debt ratio. Feder and Just I12) used log it analysis
to assess the probability of default. Like Frank and Cline, they also grouped
countries according to their default history. Their analyses confirmed the
significance of the three ratios found to be significant by Frank and Cline.
However, they also found that the growth rate of exports, per capita income,
and the capital inflows to debt service ratio also to be significant variables
in forecasting the ability of a country to service its debt.
Mayo and Barrett (24), Saini and Bates (30), and Sargen [31 l also developed discriminant and logit based models with similar results as Frank and
Cline and Feder and Just. Interestingly, however, Sargen [31) found the rate
of inflation also to be a significant explanatory variable. Fisk and Rim linger
[14) used a non-parametric approach to classify countries according to their
likelihood of default. However, their percentage of correctly classified countries was even less than that obtained by these other statistical models.
The use of discriminant and logit analysis, however, suffers from significant limitations in developing models to forecast a country's ability to
service debt. As has been indicated by several authors', the studies are based
on relatively few past cases, they use an over simplified dichotomy of "reschedule - did not reschedule" while there are a spectrum of possibilities for
each situation, and the nature of significant variables and the form of the
d!s~riminant function is sensitive to changes in international monetary cond111ons such as the widespread move to floating rates in the early seventies.
Further, most of these discriminant and logit based models often have unacceptably high misclassification rates. The countries classified accurately by
th ese models can often be easily classified correctly using much less sophisti~ated m~ans and this may be one reason why such models arc rarely used
m practice by international lenders.
Duff and Peacock I10) and Nagy [26) also question the reliability and
accuracy of the national accounts data from developing countries and the
usefulness of the debt service or other ratios as indicators of default risk.
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The widely used World Bank debt service ratios for example fl
•
, re ect only
.
.
Iong-te~m publ
h 1c sde~tor ~ebt while short-term and private sector external debt
are omitted
the ratios severely in many cases . However, the
. t us
. 1stortmg
.
debt service ratio continues to be widely used as a rough measure of
•
.
.
country
· k' w h'II e various
ns
authors continue
.
.
. to point out the limitat1·ons of us·mg economic ratios to assess default risk. As an example, according to Kahley:
Ratios used singly or in combination have met with limited success.
Illustrative of difficulties with ratios, are a variety of problems associated with the debt-service ratio which make it unadvisable to rely on it
solely as a risk indicator. A country's reported debt-service ratio could
rise when debt-management is improving or fall when there is no improvement due to changes in available information. It ignores other
forms of foreign liabilities such as profits on foreign investment. .In
inflationary times, rising nominal export prices and floating, volatile
interest rates make interpretation of the ratio difficult. Because of
bunching of repayments, fluctuating exports and other factors, the ratio also is often volatile, rising and falling sharply even from year to
year. Other ratios have similar idiosyncracies and require similar cautious interpretation. (21].

Feder I11] in a recent simulation based study of the debt servicing capacity of developing countries also concludes that "More quantitative work
is also needed to improve existing knowledge of the relation between debt
servicing capacity and economic variables."
An additional factor limiting the usefulness of economic ratios and country risk models in international lending is their focus on single countries.
Diversification of international lending across various countries should reduce
the risks inherent in such lending since not all lenders are likely to default
at the same time and various economic events impact differently the ability
of different lenders to service their debt and, therefore, their probability of
default. This diversifiability of country risk has been evaluated on a prelimi·
nary basis by Goodman ( 17] and Leftwich (22]. It has also been recognized
by regulatory authorities at least in the U. S. since the supervisory procedure for foreign lending implemented in 1978 by the Federal Reserve Board,
the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo•
ration emphasizes not only individual country exposure of U. S. banks, but
also the diversification of this risk across countries. Thus, because of at lea5t
those limitations of country risk models and the various economic ratios used
to measure country risk, their usefulness in pricing international lending ~ay
be highly limited. In order to further assess the usefulness of country nsk
measures in an applied multivariate setting, studies of the factors influenc•
ing the pricing of Eurodollar lending are examined next especially with regard
to the use of economic ratios as measures of country risk.
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THE PRICING OF EUROCURRENCY LOANS
In a recent study of the influence of country risk on Eurocurrency credit
rates, Davis (7) used bivariate models to show that the spread on such loans
is a function of at least the country's level of outstanding debt as a percentage of GNP as well as a number of other non country-risk related facto~s.
Unfortunately, only bivariate tests were used and data about levels of significance were not presented in this paper. Haegele, in another study of the
influence of country risk on Eurocredit spreads [20). found that neither the
amount borrowed nor either of the country risk variables he used [inflation
rate and the current account balance as a percent of GNP, both lagged by
one year) were significant while the dummy variables used for the classification of a country into an LDC versus an oil exporting country and the amount
of World Liquidity were significant. Haegele concluded that "there is a high
degree of efficiency, with all available information incorporated in the market determined spread, in the medium term Eurocurrency market.''
Angeloni and Shon [2) in another study of the determinants of the spread
on Eurocurrency credits, found that some country risk measures are significant determinants of the spread on Eurocurrency credits and on syndicated
floating rate Eurocurrency loans to sovereign borrowers. They found that
the loan size and maturity also influenced these spreads. The country risk
variable with the greatest influence on spreads was the bi-annual country risk
rating reflecting the views of international bankers published by the Institutional Investor. A second consistently significant but much less influential
measure of country risk was the ratio of imports to the year-end reserves
of a country . In another study of the pricing of syndicated Eurocurrency
credits between 1973 and 1979, Goodman [16) found that the spread over
LIBOR for such loans was related negatively to the level of LIBOR, positively 10 the coefficient of variation of the LI BOR and the dummy variables
used for the classification of the borrowing country according to its level
of development.
As these few studies of the pricing of Eurocurrency credits indicate, no
one measure or ratio relating to country risk has been consistently found
to be associated with the spread on Eurocurrency loans . This limited useful~ess of these studies of the determinants of Eurocredit pricing for evaluating the country risk measures may be because of the confounding effect of
various factor~ unrelated to credit risk on the interest rate charged for these
loans.
While the Pricing of Eurocurrency credits is determined by a number
of factors related to the credit wonhiness of the borrower, it is also influenced
by _other factors related to risks faced by the intermediating financial insti~uuons. :or example, these intermediaries may face different regulatory and
interest nsks that may have little or nothing to do with the credit risk or country risk associated with a borrower. In addition, the rate of return on a Eu-
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rocredit loan may
not. be hrenected accurately in the interest rat e charged
. .
because o f vana11.ons in ot er fees such as commitment fees, front-end fees
and annual ~gent s fees. In fact, because of the more widely publicized nature _of the interest rate, many borrowers have been known to pay higher
fees in_re~ur~ for a IO\"'.er spread_o_n the loan (32). In an attempt to overcome
'.hese hm1tat1ons of using the P:•cing data on Eurocredits, in this study pricing data on E~robond loans wil_l be used. A further advantage of using Eurobond data 1s that long-term interest rates are usually less influenced by
transient market forces than are short-term rates.
Of the approximately $ 108 billion raised in the international markets
in 1980, Eurocredits accounted for about 65% of the total while Eurobonds
accounted for $22. 5 billion or about 21 lt/o of the total. (Foreign bonds accounted for the remaining l407o .) The largest currency of denomination for
Euro bonds wa, U. S. Dollars (6 I 07o) foil owed by the Deutsch Mark (19%)
and their maturities were concentrated in the 5-7 year (250Jo) and 7-10 year
range (29%). Most Eurobonds were publicly issued (860Jo) rather than privately placed and issues by industrialized countries accounted for the largest
share (78%) while eighteen developing countries accounted for a relatively
small share (7 07o in 1980 and 11 lt/o in 1979). • Thus, the Eurobond market
is a relatively smaller and more specialized market as compared to the syndicated Eurocurrency market.
However, the Eurobond market shares with the Eurocredit markets the
characteristic of not being regulated by national authorities. Investors by holding Eurobonds directly, provide long-term funds directly to the borrowers
without bank intermediation that characterizes the Eurocredit market.' Eurobond~ are differentiated from foreign bonds by the fact that most Eurobonds are publicly issued and sold simultaneously to investors and
non-resident investment accounts in many countries other 1han that of !he
currency of issue. This is done primarily to avoid national regulations regarding the sale of new bond issues and, therefore, Eurobonds, unlike traditional, foreign, or domestic bonds, are usually not subject to withholding taxes.'
While most Eurobonds are issued as straight debentures, a small proportion is issued with warrants attached and some Eurobonds are issued with
a convertible feature. Eurobonds, like domestic bonds, are generally sold
with a redemption value of $1,000 each and a fixed coupon rate. Any lase
minute changes in the interest rates are renected in a premium or discount
from the face value upon sale. While most issues carry a fixed coupon rate
and a fixed currency of denomination a small proportion are issued as floating rate notes (FRNs) where the coupon is adjusted periodically (usually every six months) with changes in LIBOR and as currency option bonds (COBs)
where the investor has an option of taking interest and principal payments
in a currency different from that of issue. COBs are, however, a very small
proportion of the market and will be ignored for the remainder of this st udy
as will be FRNs, convertible bonds and bonds with warrants.' This study
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- f sonly on the pricing of straight debentures in the Euro bond market
w111 ocu
.
.
· · h
issued or guaranteed by sovereign bor_rowers. The yield to maturity 1s, t erefore, the primary measure of the _p~1ce of a_ ~urobond loan.
.
Because of the highly competitive conditions and the lack of national
regulations in the Eurobond markets, flotation c?sts are genera_lly much !ower
than in comparable domestic markets and the disclosure requirements in the
Eurobond market are also generally less stringent than in the U.S. Since
some of the flotation costs are fi xed, the yield to maturity is Ii kely lO be lower for a larger issue than a comparable smaller issue. In addition, the yield
to maturity is likely to be slightly higher when interest rates are unstable to
cover the higher level of risk faced by the underwriter. Naturally, yields to
maturity of Eurobonds like those on domestic bonds should also depend on
the maturity of the bond, the risk associated with the borrower and conditions in the capital markets as reflected in general interest rates.
Therefore, it is hypothesized that the spread between the yield to maturity on a straight unsecured Eurobond issued o r guaranteed by a sovereign
borrower and the average market interest rate is a function of the size and
maturity of the bond issue, the volatility of interest rates and the risk associated with the issuer. Since the flotation costs are likely to be smaller with
a private placement versus a public issue, the relationship will include a dummy variable reflecting this distinction.

DATA AND RESULTS
Data regarding the terms of the Eurobond issues for 1979 and I 980 were
obtained from various issues of The World Bank publication Borrowing in
International Capital Markers [6] while the level of Eurobond interest rates
was taken from the weekly Financial Digest published by the Manufacturers
Hanover Bank. Volatility of interest rates was measured by the coefficients
of variation in the weekly changes in these interest rates for thirteen weeks
preceding the bond issue. The Institutional Investor rating of country risk
based on a survey of international bankers [28) was included as a measure
of country risk. As indicated above only straight bonds, denominated in U. S.
dollars issued or guaranteed by sovereign borrowers, were selected for this
analysis. Ordinary least squares multiple regression was used as the statistical technique and results are presented in Table 1. The dependent variable
was the spread of the Eurobond yields over the long-term Eurodollar interest
~ate while the independent variables included the size and maturity of the
issue, volatility of Eurobond interest rates and the Institutional Investor country risk rating.
. As the results in Table I indicate, all the variables included in the regressmn had the expected sign. The spread on Eurobond issues by sovereign borrowers varies directly with maturity as would be expected. Since the measure
of country risk used in the first equation, country rating, assigns a higher
value to safer countries, the coefficient for country risk is negative as would
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TABLE I
DETERMINANTS OF THE SPREAD ON SOVEREIGN U. S.-DOLLAR EUROBO D ISSUES

00

Spread = 0.7198 - 0.0002231 Size + 0.02346 Maturity - 0.4847 PT - 0.6809 Volatility - 0.008515 Country Rating
Spread= 0.1784 - 0.0002076 Size+ 0.02321 Maturity - 0.4383 PT - 0.7087 Volatility - 0.05365 Months of Reserves
Where,
PT is the dummy variable with a value 0 for a public issue and I for a private placement,
Volatility is the coefficient of variation of Eurobond interest rates for the 13 weeks prior to issue date,
Size is in millions of U. S. Dollars,
Maturity is in number of years, and
Country Rating is higher for countries rated by bankers as safer on a 100 point scale.
Months of Reserves is the number of months of imports covered by a country's international reserves.

be expected. Jn addition, since the dummy variable used for the type of placement assigns a value of I for a private placement with lowe~ notation costs
nd a o for public sale, the coefficient for this dummy variable should be
~egative as should be the coefficient for volatilit~ of interest rates. _The second equation summarizes a similar regression with the months of imports
covered by international reserves as a meas ure of country risk. Again. the
sign of the relationship is as expected since higher levels of international
reserves with respect to imports presumably signifies lower risk countries.
Thus, these results support the hypothesized nature of the relationship
between the spread on sovereign Eurobonds and the size and maturity of
the issue, volatility of interest rates, type of placement, and each of the two
measures of country risk.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper is an analysis of the role of country risk in the pricing of
Eurodollar loans. The review of prior work in this area indicated that a study
of the role of country risk in the pricing of Eurobond issues could make a
contribution towards a better understanding of the role of country risk in
the operation of the Eurocurrency market and towards developing a model
for assessing country risk. The empirical results presented in this study are
encouraging in that they provide support for the nature of the hypothesized
relationship between the spread on Eurobond issues and the independent variables selected. Yield spreads on newly issued Eurobonds do seem to renect
an assessment of country risk in addition to renecting other issue-related factors such as size, maturity. volatility of interest rates and if the issue was
privately sold or offered for public sale. Thus, the results of this research
suggest that the development of models for assessing country risk based on
yield spreads on Eurobond issues should prove useful.

Footnotes
'See various issues of Euromoney and the quarterly reports of the Bank
for International Settlements. A concise summary is also provided in Will~ams, R. C., International Capital Markets (Washington, D. C.: Internatlonal Monetary Fund, 1980).
' See, for example, ( 17) and (30].
'See, for example (23) and various issues of Euromoney.

'All of this data is taken from (6) .
' l ..
b
nn ial place~ent ~f t~ese Eurobonds is, nevertheless, undertaken by
anks and other financial institutions .

9

•It is usually necessary to form a special finance subsidiary loc t d-:. bl ,
h
,
a e 1n
a sutta e tax aven country to avoid withholding taxes.
' In 1980, FT~s accounted ror about 30 percent of all dollar denominated Eurobonds while another 15 percent were convertible issues. [5, p. 120].
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